
 

  

Summer Intensive Language Institute  

Intensive German Program Syllabus  

Summer 2018  
  

  

German Program Coordinator: Dr. Donald Vosburg    dmv154@psu.edu  [234 N Burrowes, Office hrs. by apt.]  

                        

Instructors:  Andrew Hoffman        adh29@psu.edu   [253 M Burrowes, Office hrs. by appt.]  

 Katherine Kerschen       krk29@psu.edu    [253 M Burrowes, Office hrs. by appt.]  

 Will Weihe       wsw6@psu.edu   [253 M Burrowes, Office hrs. by appt.]  

 Denise Wheeler      

  

Room:   German 1-3: 214 Hammond  

  

Canvas Home Page:  https://psu.instructure.com  

  

German 1   June 11 (Mon)—June 27 (Wed)  

    Exam June 27 (Wed)  

German 2   June 28 (Thur)—July 17 (Tue)  

    Exam July 17 (Tue)  

German 3   July 18 (Wed)—Aug. 3 (Fri)  

    Exam Aug. 3 (Fri)  

  

  dkw17@psu.edu  [Office hrs. by apt.]  

Periods:   I. and II.: 8:30-9:25 and 9:30-10:25  

      III. and IV.: 10:45-11:40 and 11:45-12:40 (tentative)  

  

Required Texts & Materials:  

German 001-002:  

Textbook: Sag mal 2rd edition (Anton/Barske/Grabowski/McKinstry.  

ISBN: 978-1-68004-428-7 (Loose-leaf + Supersite and wSAM)  

  

OR  

  

ISBN: 978-1-68004-402-7 (All digital version with 36 months access)   

  

https://psu.instructure.com/
https://psu.instructure.com/
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• Purchased at PSU Bookstore or direct from the publisher:  http://vistahigherlearning.com/store/psuuniversitypark.htm/  

• One bluebook or similar notebook/folder for daily journal entries  

  

German 003:  

No text required!  

    

Herzlich Willkommen zum Deutsch Intensivkurs! This intensive summer program is designed to develop your proficiency in all four skills—listening, speaking, reading, writing— 

as well as an appreciation for the culture of German-speaking countries. Of course, a good deal of work is involved in this intensive learning period, but the course is also 

designed to include variety and fun in the teaching and learning processes. In addition to the daily interactive sessions in class, several informal outside activities have also been 

scheduled to complement your linguistic and cultural ‘immersion’ during the next eight weeks.  

  

Wir wünschen Ihnen viel Spaß und viel Erfolg!   

  

Grade Breakdown:  

For each of the levels in which you are enrolled you will receive a grade based on the following criteria (no dropped assignments):  

  

  Class Participation       20%  

  Quizzes         20%   

  Journals         20%  

  Oral presentations/discussions    15%   

  Homework        15%  

  Listening and Response      10%  

  

Summer Institute letter grades follow the University grading policy:  

  

  95 and above  A      75-79.9    C+  

  90-94.9   A-      70-74.9    C  

  87.7-89.9  B+      60-69.9   D  

  83.3-87.7  B      59.9 and below  F  

  80-83.2   B-      

  

Explanation of Graded Components:  

  

Participation (20%): In any intensive language program, participation is one of the most important components of learning and of your grade.  All students are expected to 

participate voluntarily in the daily classroom activities. Participation grades will be assessed weekly by the course instructors; they will be based upon, though not restricted to, 

the following criteria: 1) your use of German in class, 2) your willingness to actively participate, 3) your involvement in group or partner work, 4) your cooperation with the 

instructor and your peers, 5) your preparation for class (reviewing material, studying vocabulary…). While attendance is not explicitly accounted for in the grade breakdown, it is 

important for students to attend all sessions. Each summer intensive hour is the equivalent of one fifty-minute period of instruction during the normal course of the semester. If 

http://vistahigherlearning.com/store/psuuniversitypark.htm/
http://vistahigherlearning.com/store/psuuniversitypark.htm/
http://vistahigherlearning.com/store/psuuniversitypark.htm/
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you miss one day, you miss the equivalent of a week's worth of instruction during the regular semester. If you anticipate being absent, or if you unexpectedly cannot make class, 

be sure to contact all of the instructors ASAP. The following behavior will mark you as absent: Showing up for class “late” (i.e., as a rule of thumb 10 minutes later than the start 

of class); sleeping in class; texting in class; reading a newspaper, magazine, or any other material other than those affiliated with the course; doing homework for other classes; 

or using any other electronic device for things not related to the course. Participation does not mean simply talking in class, but rather coming to class prepared and willing to 

participate in group and/or independent work.   

  

Journals + 5 new words (20%): Part of your learning activity will be to create a running journal. The purpose of this is for you to practice writing in German and increase your 

ease doing so. This will involve a written exchange with your instructors that you will keep in either a bluebook or a spiral notebook. It is your responsibility to check the syllabus 

when each block of journals are due. You will have a chance to use the vocabulary learned to that point with reference to yourself and your experiences. For each journal entry, 

you will also need to find five new words that are of interest to you. Write them down in a list under your journal entry, explain what they mean (in a picture, in German through 

a synonym or a definition, or in its English translation), write down their word class (adjective, noun, verb…), and use them in a sentence. These words should be your personal 

vocabulary list. ***Please note journals are NOT graded for perfection, just completion and effort. DO NOT use any online translator of ANY KIND.  

  

Quizzes (20%): There will be several quizzes per week which will test your abilities or proficiency in a combination of any or all of the following areas: listening, reading, 

vocabulary, grammar, cultural knowledge, writing. Content questions from assigned readings may be included as well. No make-up quizzes will be administered without 

documented excuse.  

  

Homework Assignments (15%): Assignments are assigned on a daily basis either online or in class. Please check the online calendar on the VHL supersite website for 

the daily assignments. In order to keep up with the amount of work and in order to be well prepared for class, you should complete all homework assignments on the assigned 

day, especially the online homework assignments. Expect at least TWO HOURS of outside preparation a day. NOTE: *** These will be assigned on a daily basis, 

HOWEVER they are due by Saturday at 11:55PM. The homework will be graded weekly and you will receive feedback online. If you are having difficulties, ask 

one of the instructors for an explanation or for help before the problem causes you to become frustrated, to fall behind or creates any other type of problem that could have a 

domino-effect on your course performance. All online assignments for the week are due Saturday at midnight (Sat-Sun) the following week. You are expected to retry these 

assignments three times max to reach as close to 100% as possible. These assignments will be graded on completion.  

  

Oral Presentation and Discussions (15%): At the end of each level students will prepare for a spontaneous discussion based on the grammar and themes students have learned 

in class up to that point. The spontaneous discussions will be a natural conversation with an instructor or with another student based on a theme discussed in class. 

Spontaneous discussions will last approximately 5 minutes per group member. Students’ grades will be based on the instructors’ ratings for such factors as fluency, vocabulary, 

pronunciation, grammar, and comprehension.  

  

In-class Listening and Response (10%): At the end of each section (German 1, 2, and 3) students will watch a short video or listen to a script and either answer questions about it 

or write a short response piece. Students will be graded on their comprehension of the spoken German and their ability to use the grammar and vocabulary learned in class in 

the response.  

  

Policies  
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The language of the classroom and of any summer intensive activities outside the classroom will be, of course, German. In the first days of class, you will be expected to use as 

much German as possible. The use of German is also important for group work. If you have finished the group activity before everyone else, you will be expected to carry on 

your conversation in German—even if you are talking about your last night out.  

  

Written communication (email) should be conducted between the student and ALL of the section’s instructors. Please include each instructor in email correspondence (submit 

emails through Angel in order to do this). Part of German 3 is developed by a different instructor in two and three day blocks, where the focus may be on a particular region or 

aspect of culture/history. Each instructor will give students a lesson-plan and homework expectations on the first day of their teaching unit.  

  

Academic Integrity Penn State defines academic integrity as the pursuit of scholarly activity in an open, honest and responsible manner. All students should act with personal 

integrity, respect other students’ dignity, rights and property, and help create and maintain an environment in which all can succeed through the fruits of their effort (Faculty 

Senate Policy 49-20). Dishonesty of any kind will not be tolerated in this course. Dishonesty includes, but is not limited to, cheating, plagiarizing, fabricating information or 

citations, facilitating acts of academic dishonesty by others having unauthorized possessions of examinations, submitting work of another person or work previously used 

without informing the instructor, or tampering with the academic work of other students. Students who are found to be dishonest will receive academic sanctions and will be 

reported to the University’s Judicial Affairs office for possible further disciplinary sanction. ATTENTION: Using translation software for any of your work in this 

course is not allowed and is defined as academic dishonesty and plagiarism. You may obtain help from a tutor or a friend/classmate for translations, if necessary. 

In those instances you are expected to disclose your source and what specifically you have adopted for your own work.  

  

Disability Access: The Pennsylvania State University encourages qualified people with disabilities to participate in its programs and activities and it is committed to the policy 

that all people shall have equal access to programs, facilities, and admissions without regard to personal characteristics not related to ability, performance, or qualifications as 

determined by University policy or by state or federal authorities. If you anticipate needing any type of accommodation in this course or have questions about physical access, 

please tell your instructor immediately.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  


